As one of the oldest research topics, manufacturing can be dated back to the beginning of the industry practice and still remains as a vibrant research field nowadays. With continuous improvements over the years, manufacturing has recently attracted enormous public 1 attention with advanced techniques like laser sintering, three- 2 3 dimensional printing, electromagnetic wave processing, and 4 electromagnetic interference shielding. New ideas can also be bioinspired, such as artificial spider silks and lithium batteries grown by 5 virus.
Besides new manufacturing concepts, emerging materials also introduce many unprecedented opportunities for producing new products with superior performance. In particular, numerous examples can be found with the development of nanostructured materials, including nanocomposites with high strength as structural 6 , 7 8 , 9 materials, piezoelectric materials for acoustic sensing, 10, 11 thermoelectric materials with high power output, high-efficiency 12,13 14,15 solar cells, water purification membranes, battery materials 16, 17 with higher capacity, and building materials for waste energy 18, 19 harvesting. These topics can also be related to some Grand Challenges proposed by the US National Academy of Engineering, such as "Make Solar Energy Economical" and "Provide Access to Clean Water." More examples can be added to this list and new opportunities in other fields are also anticipated.
Despite many well-established journals already in materials science, the connection between materials and manufacturing ( Fig.  1) is rarely emphasized. We feel the urgency to launch a new journal to address such an important issue through a fundamental understanding of process-structure-property relation, in order to obtain unique materials behaviors through novel manufacturing 20 processes. In addition to searching for new materials, the emphasis should also be on the kinetics of the chemical and physical processes 21, 22 involved with the manufacturing, and how to scale up such 23, 24 processes for mass production. Many interesting questions can be asked along this line and a few of them are listed here. For example, can we reduce the energy consumption and environmental pollution using novel materials and unconventional manufacturing processes? Can we produce conventional building and construction materials with multi-functionality that can be adaptive to the exterior environment? Can we recycle the waste heat generated during manufacturing processes? Can we better control the size and morphology of the nanostructured materials during mass production? Can we effectively recycle used batteries, solar cells, and other waste to reduce the cost of making new products? Can we better engineer the self-assembly process to make complicated three-dimensional nanostructures? 
Fig. 1
The strong connection between materials and manufacturing, and the focus of ES Materials and Manufacturing access, and fast update. We sincerely hope this new journal to become a major platform for scholars to share their exciting results related to the next-generation materials and their related manufacturing studies.
